Fine Wine Takes a Little Time

Foresters generally tend to have a fairly long term perspective, why else would they be advocating the planting of trees they might not be around to see harvested, or in whose revenues they might not get to share?

New Zealand's foresters are no exception, the enthusiasm with which pruning (to produce clear timber for consumption 20 or more years hence), has been applied in this country is almost unique — only South African foresters can claim a similar record.

Nevertheless shortening time frames and increasing efficiency are two of the key-stones to success in the modern commercial world, and I have little doubt that the rotation lengths that I have become accustomed to will diminish over the next few decades. Geneticists will find ways to instill all the characteristics of mature (old) wood into younger and younger trees, growth rates will be increased although I suspect the premium product will still be solid wood.

But for many of us real value will still come from the individual crafting of fine furnishings and other products where detail and quality is paramount and upon which (the patina of age can be anticipated. As it is with a fine wine, so it is with a fine wooden piece — the end result makes the waiting worthwhile.

Clearly other foresters share this view, otherwise what was I doing driving into Martinborough (South Wairarapa’s best known wine growing region) with a senior member of the Institute a few weeks ago?

From left Institute President Peter Berg, former Journal editor John Holloway, and former Journal publisher John Wilson admire the 12 year old kauri bowl.

Former Journal Editor John Holloway had asked me to come and assist in a presentation to a long term publisher of Institute papers and I was happy to assist, the weather was superb and we were able to stop and pick up one or two props to support the occasion. As lunch with our guest of honour was coming to a close John passed me the presentation item, a finely crafted kauri bowl inscribed with a short message on a silver plate. The message read:

Presented to John Wilson by the New Zealand Institute of Foresters in recognition of his services to forestry, and to the Institute as provider of printing and editorial services to the NZ Journal of Forestry 1963-86.

Well to some people 12 years might seem a bit of a delay, however we now had the advantage of seeing some well grown radiata pine that John Wilson had planted back in his Journal days, along with a good mix of other trees. John also runs a home-stay in a beautiful rural setting and welcomes visits from other forestry-minded people. And of course the wine is maturing nicely... thank you John H and John W for an excellent outing.

Peter Berg

Honorary Members and the Distinction of Fellow

At last April’s AGM in Wanganui, the Institute passed a Constitutional Amendment to simplify membership categories and provide a clearer recognition of professional excellence and service. In the past, certain members have been classed as both Honorary and Fellow members of the Institute. At present there are a small number of people in this ‘dual classification’ and this will not change for these people. In future however, there will only be five categories of membership: Honorary, Registered, Full, Associate and Student.

Honorary membership shall be a special category reserved for those who are not members of the Institute, yet deserve special recognition for their contribution to forestry or service to the Institute. Rather than a membership category, Fellow shall now be a distinction granted to Registered or Full members, in recognition of their achievement of eminence in the profession. From now on people cannot become both Fellow and Honorary members. There will be no fee attached to the Honorary membership class, being an award to ‘outsiders’, nor any additional fee for the distinction of Fellow.

Nominations now called...

Members of the Institute are encouraged to consider and nominate suitable non members for Honorary Membership and eligible members for the distinction of Fellow.

Specifically:

An Honorary Member shall be a person who has been outstanding in:

(a) service to the Institute, and, or
(b) contributing to or influencing the practice of forestry in New Zealand.

A Fellow shall be a Registered or Full Member entitled to the distinction ‘Fellow’ when that person has:

(a) been nominated by two members who shall be Honorary Members, Registered or Full Members;
(b) been a Registered or Full Member for at least 5 years;
(c) at the time of his/her application had at least 15 years in the practice, administration or teaching of, or research in
some branch of forestry;
(d) submitted in writing a Curriculum Vitae and a Supporting Statement. Council may require an interview with the applicant;
(e) submitted in writing two References from current or past employers, or colleagues of some standing, which manifest the applicant’s allegiance to the Institute’s Code of Ethics;
(f) in the opinion of Council, achieved eminence in the profession.

A Fellow shall be entitled to use the title 'Fellow' and the letters 'FNZIF' after his/her name.

Members are invited to:
1. nominate suitable persons to Council for invitation to the membership class 'Honorary Member', and
2. nominate eligible members for the distinction of 'Fellow' and assist them with the process of Application (CV, Supporting Statement and References), to be submitted to Council.

Nominations should be submitted to Council, preferably by 20 December and close on 31 January.

Recommendations for Honorary Membership shall be brought by Council to the AGM for election. Announcement shall also be made at the AGM of awards of the distinction 'Fellow'.

Any enquiries may be made to the Council Secretariat, the Vice President, Paul Smale or Steve Croskery at PO Box 128, Masterton - Email scroskery@felforest.co.nz

Steve Croskery
Councillor

New Honorary Member of Institute

Bill Cleghorn was unanimously elected Honorary Member of the NZ Institute of Forestry at the 1998 AGM in Wanganui. The award of Honorary Membership was made in recognition of the outstanding service that Bill has provided to the NZIF over the last 10 years.

Bill Cleghorn, a Registered Valuer and long-standing member of the NZ Institute of Valuers, was appointed to the Consultants Committee by Council in 1988 as an "independent member of another professional body". He continued as a member of the Consultants Committee until 1996 at which time he became a member of the Registration Board which replaced it. Bill continues to serve on the Registration Board.

Consultants who have come before the Consultants Committee and Registration Board over the last 10 years will recall Bill's probing questions on land issues related to forestry. Not all applicants will have enjoyed the experience but all will have learnt from it. Fellow Committee and Board members have also benefited greatly from his professional experience. Chairmen have appreciated the wise counsel he has provided.

Bill's contribution to the NZIF has extended well beyond his direct membership of the Consultants Committee and Registration Board. He was a member of the working party which developed the new Registration Scheme and a representative of the Registration Board in the recent revision of the Code of Ethics. Through these activities Bill has made a major contribution to the NZIF as it has sought to enhance professional standards.

Bill's contribution has been based on his 35 year membership of the NZ Institute of Valuers which has included terms as national Vice President and Education Board Chairman. (In 1996 Bill was awarded the Queens Service Medal in recognition of his services to the community.) The NZIF has been very fortunate to have had the benefit of his experience.

Indigenous Forest Policy

Early this month NZIF President, Peter Berg, and Vice-President, Paul Smale, travelled to Wellington to meet with the Hon. David Carter, Associate Minister of Food, Fibre, Biosecurity and Border Control. The purpose of the meeting was to open the dialogue between Government and the Institute and to emphasise that the Institute is an independent body of professional individuals and we are therefore in an ideal position to give an unbiased opinion on forestry related issues. The Minister was presented with a copy of our recently released Indigenous Forest Policy and showed genuine interest in the document. He was keen to know whether we would be making a submission on Timberlands West Coast's Beech Management Plan and was advised that in fact our Indigenous Forest Policy would be the basis on which our submission was being prepared. Policy would be the basis on which our submission was being prepared. Other points of discussion were Biosecurity and both our Valuation and Investment standards, copies of which were also left with the Minister.

Peter Berg (on the left) presenting the Indigenous Forest Policy to David Carter (on the right).
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